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Classical Negation
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The limits of Classical Negation
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The limits of Classical Negation
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The limits of Classical Negation
I really miss not seeing you.
Whenever people say this to me, I feel like
responding, “All right, I'll leave!”
Here, speakers throw in a gratuitous
negative, “not”, even though “I really miss
seeing you” is what they want to say.
Richard Lederer, Crazy English (1998)
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Expletive Negation (EN)
• A negative formative that does not reverse the truth value of the sentence
in which it appears.
• Crosslinguistically common, but with a restricted distribution in different
languages (Cepeda 2018b):
✓ In the expression of time
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Expletive Negation (EN)
• A negative formative that does not reverse the truth value of the sentence
in which it appears.
• Crosslinguistically common, but with a restricted distribution in different
languages (Cepeda 2018b):
✓ In the expression of time
✓ In the expression of degrees
✓ In the expression of possible worlds
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Accounts of EN
Identity
function

Mistaken
identification

(Muller 1978; Vogeleer 2001)

(Yoon 2011; Makri 2013)

NOT(P) = P

NOT(P) = Mood(P)

Empty
negation

Negation

(Espinal 1992; Brown & Franks 1995)

(Krifka 2010; Cepeda 2017, 2018a,b)

NOT(P) ≈ P

NOT(P) = NOT (P)
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Today
• In natural languages, negative expressions
contribute a contentful negation.
• Focus: Interaction between negation and
time when EN occurs in a sentence
• Tool: Analysis of the aspectuality of the
eventualities in the temporal clauses
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Today
• I analyze Spanish hasta-clauses and show
that EN does contribute a negative meaning.
• The role of EN becomes visible by analyzing
the duration of the eventualities in untilclauses.
• The results of an acceptability task
administered to Spanish native speakers
confirm the active semantics of EN.
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EN in Spanish hasta-clauses
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Interpretations of English until (applies to Spanish hasta)
Atelic until:

Combines with atelic eventualities
- Viviane worked out until 5pm.
- Viviane will be reading a book until you arrive.
- *Viviane will arrive until 5pm. (arrive is telic)
- Viviane will sing the national anthem until midnight.

(sing the national anthem is telic, so the interpretation here is reaccommodated to be atelic: iteration)

Punctual until (not… until): (aka NPI until)
Combines with punctual eventualities
- Viviane won’t arrive until midnight.
- The movie won’t start until you arrive.
- Viviane won’t work out until 5pm.

(work out is atelic, so the interpretation here is reaccommodated to be punctual: start working out)
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Interpretations of English until (applies to Spanish hasta)
Interpreting
an
ambiguous
sentence

(Cepeda 2018b)
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Aspectual classes (Aktionsart)
States
be, stay, seem, know

[static]
(no change or process
is involved)

[telic]
(bounded; with
defined ending point)

[durative]
(extend over time; not
instantaneous)

Activities
run, watch a movie,
read a book, draw
circles, dance

Accomplishments
sing the national
anthem, draw two
circles, run 1 mile

Achievements
reach the top of the
mountain, arrive, fall,
start dancing

+

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

(Based on Vendler 1957; Verkuyl 1989)
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EN in Spanish hasta-clauses
• The occurrence of EN in Spanish punctual hastaclauses ‘until’ has been accounted for in terms of
optional emphasis (Bosque 1980) or meaning
absorption (Espinal 1992).
• That EN bears no negative meaning is, however,
an impressionistic claim.
• No experimental studies were designed to
differentiate the meaning of EN sentences and
EN-less sentences, or to determine the semantics
of EN in general.
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Spanish hasta-clauses + accomplishments

Ongoing reading

Finished reading
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Spanish hasta-clauses + accomplishments + EN

Ongoing reading

Finished reading
+ Conditional reading
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Sentence
without
EN

Sentence
with
EN

Role of
EN
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Spanish hasta-clauses + achievements

Ongoing reading

Finished reading
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Spanish hasta-clauses + achievements + EN

Ongoing reading

Finished reading
+ Conditional reading
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Sentence
without
EN

Sentence
with
EN

Role
of
EN
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Spanish hasta-clauses – Summary

Accomplishments

EN with
ongoing
readings
EN with
finished
readings

Achievements

Finished readings only
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Experimental study: Hypothesis

EN with
ongoing
readings
EN with
finished
readings

Hypothesis 1. For the ongoing
reading, EN sentences are less likely
to be acceptable than their EN-less
counterparts.
Hypothesis 2. For accomplishments,
the different acceptability of EN and
EN-less sentences in the ongoing
reading is more likely to be higher
than in the finished reading.
(Adapted from Cepeda 2018b)
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Experimental study: Stimuli

Statements in bold; interpretations in regular font.
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Experimental study: Methodology
• Evaluation of statementinterpretation pairs
• Online task on Experigen
(Becker & Levine 2012)
• 51 native speakers of
Spanish
• Generalized linear mixed
model
• Report on “Agree”
answers
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Percentage of “Agree” responses
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Hypothesis 1:
For the ongoing reading, EN sentences are less likely to be
acceptable than their EN-less counterparts.

*

Result 1:
For the ongoing reading, the
presence of EN significantly reduces
the acceptability of the sentences
(p < .03).
EN with
ongoing
readings

Results for the ongoing reading
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Achievements

Accomplishments

Result 2:
For the finished reading, EN
does not generate any
significant difference in
acceptability for
accomplishments (p >.2) or
achievements
(p >.9).

Results for the finished reading
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***

***

***

Hypothesis 2:
For accomplishments, the different
acceptability of EN and EN-less sentences in
the ongoing reading is more likely to be
higher than in the finished reading.

Result 3:
For accomplishments, the
ongoing reading of EN
statements was significantly
dispreferred in contrast to the
finished reading (29% vs. 79%,
Negation: p <.001,
Reading: p <.0001).
EN with
ongoing
readings

EN with
finished
readings

Results for accomplishments
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Experimental study: Summary
• These results support the claim that EN has an active
negative semantics.
• When EN is present in a sentence, there is no temporal
cooccurrence between the main eventuality and the hastainterval.
• EN negates the possibility that the eventuality in the main
clause holds during the interval expressed in the hastaclause.
• As an effect, the time of actualization of the eventuality in
the main clause is restricted to the complement of the
interval expressed in the hasta-clause.

EN with
ongoing
readings

EN with
finished
readings
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The effect of EN in hasta-clauses
EN restricts the time of actualization of the matrix eventuality
to the complement of the interval in the hasta-clause.
The eventuality will
occur after τ(e)
Discarded by the
presence of EN
Discarded by the
semantics of not until
τ(e) is the temporal trace of an eventuality e described in the temporal clause
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Assuming τ(e) is the temporal trace of an eventuality e, then:
Sentence
without
EN

⟦ Olga won’t leave until τ(e) ⟧ = 1 iff Olga
leaves when τ(e) starts or later on.

Sentence
with
EN

⟦ Olga won’t leave until not τ(e) ⟧ = 1 iff
Olga leaves when not τ(e) starts or later on.
35
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Negation as the complement function
Negation expresses the complement
function (Postal 2005).
This applies to:
• Truth values
true vs not true (= false)
Set A in model M

Complement of A in M

EN has a negative
semantics

• Predicates
linguist vs non-linguist,
willing vs unwilling
• Temporal traces
τ(e) vs not τ(e)
36
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Expletiveness is an illusion
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Expletiveness is an illusion

Role of
EN
38
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What about the conditional reading?

• The incompatibility of EN with
ongoing readings creates a
context for a non-accidental
relation between the eventuality
in the hasta-clause and the one in
the matrix clause.
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Explaining what Classical Negation cannot
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EN in temporal clauses
• Assuming a complement-functional role for EN explains why EN occurs in
certain temporal clauses but not in others.
• Until-, before- and since-clauses allow overlapping in their interpretations. EN
is licensed to express no overlapping.
• In contrast, a culmination point is relevant for interpreting after-clauses
(Heinämäki 1978, Beaver & Condoravdi 2003). Due to the impossibility of
temporal overlapping, EN is never licensed.
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Negation after all
• EN is neither vacuous or non-negative. EN denotes the complement
function, so it has an active negative semantics.
• EN has indeed an active negative semantics once we understand negation
in natural languages properly.
• EN’s role is made evident when examining the duration of the intervals
expressed by Spanish hasta-clauses.
• The results of an experimental study confirm the active negative semantics
of EN.
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Explain acquisition of negation

Describe languages and
create NLP models

Value linguistic features, even if they
don’t fit our theory
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